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When I started teaching, I had a year 8 mathematics class that I
was teaching linear equations to. I started by teaching it the way
that was presented in the textbook but realised that the students
were doing the maths by following the process but not
understanding it. I tried different textbooks but only confused the
students more and then explained that y = mx + c it was just like
an online store, we know how much something costs (x), we have
a fixed shipping cost (c) but we don’t know how many the
customer will order (m). I found out that this made sense to the
students, when a new student arrived a few days later and the
class told me to teach it as the online shopping cart. This was a
valuable lesson not to rely too heavily on past resources as what
was regarded as a concrete learning concept for past students
may not be so for the current students, as they didn’t play in a
sandpits when younger and only a few had an interest in blocks,
while none had played with the old fashion scales that had
weights on one side.
This year with the new Digital Solutions curriculum and the
increased emphasis on STEM, Digital Technology and ICT many
teachers are feeling like first year teachers again. With such
change it is easy for our self-esteem to drop and to be critical of
ourselves with thoughts of, “Why do others know what they are
doing, and I don’t? I’m not an expert in this so how can I teach
it?” Because of this it is important that everyone voices their
experiences and observations of what is working and not working
for them. It would be ideal if the QUICK magazine had “how to
do” articles from every year level, Prep to Year 12 and into
university, with reflective comments on how this evolved in your
school. If this was to happen then the ideas that are provided are
likely to generate more useful avenues for all teachers to explore
in their classrooms.
To submit an article to QUICK the requirements and the form to
upload the files is at https://qsite.edu.au/publications/quickarticle-submission
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Creating a Makerspace in the Primary Classroom
Libby Sansome, St Paul’s Lutheran Primary School
At St Paul’s Primary the whole school theme
for 2018 is ‘Imagine’. Creating a Makerspace
expanded this theme to ‘If you can imagine it
you can create it”. With a space becoming
available and our school pedagogy based
around developing students for the future it
was decided to create a Makerspace or
STEAM station. Therefore, the purpose was to
create a space where maker mindsets of
creating something out of nothing and
exploring own interests were core to the
setup. A space where students could develop
creative projects, developing skills and create
a culture of creating rather than consuming.
Another important idea was to create a space
that could be used for a range of activities
with changing and flexible educational goals
and creative purposes.

Ozobots and Dash and Dot robots. In Term 1
the Year 4 students used EV3s to track the
explorers journey to Australia and the Year 2s
began to create robots with WeDo2s to follow
Poss around Australia (Possum Magic by Mem
Fox). This area was also opened for free play
at morning tea.

To trial the space and foster play, exploration
and collaboration and also give teachers time
to observe the learning when students start
with their own interests the Makerspace was
launched as a play space at morning tea time.
Due to the popularity it had to be expanded
from 3 morning tea blocks to 5 and a roster
system to allow all students the opportunity.
The students have taught the teachers on
duty skills like how to use the green screen
app to make a movie as the students’
A double classroom was modified by
problem solved with the green screen app
removing a third of the wall allowing a
and experimented to produce some
teacher to stand in the middle and have vision interesting videos. A group organized all the
of all areas. Part of the wall was used to
ingredients and made mini pizzas at morning
create two bays, one for a green screen area
tea which were then cooked in the tuck shop
and the other for a 3D printer in an adult only for lunch. Likewise, the digital technology
high supervision area for tools that needed
room was opened for free play time. Our
higher supervision. A Science area was
makerspaces foster creativity and
created with microscopes and similar
inventiveness with a strong play-based focus.
materials. Technology is enabled with the 3D The students might build a Lego robot one
printer, Makey Makey and dismantling
day then create a stop motion movie or
computers to discover the workings of
create a box construction over a series of
computers for example. Engineering can be
days. Some students visit daily, some weekly,
some occasionally.
box construction to deconstructing old
machines to use the parts to engineer new
machines, tinkering, along with Strawbees
Quirkbot Coding and robotic kit. An art area
has paints, collage, glue, etc. Maths materials
are available in an area. A woodwork bench is
also in the area and a Lego creation corner.
Some cooking facilities are
available. However, all materials are available
so projects can involve all STEAM components
integrated easily.
A second space titled the Digital Technology
and Robotics space was also relocated from a
tiny space to a bigger space with robotics
tables, EV3s, WeDo2s, Spheros, Beebots,

Some classes began to use one or both of
these spaces as part of their inquiry units and
as we move towards the end of these units
where students will be preparing for the
whole school expo of learning I believe these
areas will become hubs of activity and
creating embedding STEAM into students
learning.
The P & F donated funds from a colour run
and a grant from the Department of Industry,
Innovation and Science for our Makerspace
Program in 2018 helped to develop these
spaces.
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The greatest obstacle is WHS (Workplace
Health and Safety) and writing risk
management plans for all the equipment
being used specific to the items bought and
being used. This is a work in progress and
often involves training for staff for items like
the 3D printer to be allowed to use. Like any
classroom, rules need to be established and
followed by all. These rules include OH&S as
well as those that stipulate the roles of the
teacher and students. Such rules not only
allow everyone to work in a safe space but
also enable the resources to be stretched
further, giving more students access to the
available resources.
Where to from now?
We are continuing to trial the space and to
grow and change according to need and keep
the makerspace flourishing. We aim to
facilitate informal learning opportunities
where connections between home, school,
and community are enabled and encouraged
by inviting parents, carers and our local
community to come and share their skills and
knowledge. We have a working partnership
with Grace Lutheran College and will continue
to share skills and expertise across the
campus. Morning breakfast sessions will be
run for teachers to come and explore and play
for themselves so they can use the space and
equipment more with their students. 3D
printer training is planned for the first two
learning meetings. Students who have
developed skills through play can offer
mentoring programs, specialised collaborative
groups, after school clubs and more.
Entrepreneurship is a future area of
exploration from the makerspace and
hopefully put funds back to keep expanding
opportunities. We envisage that it will take
time to develop a ‘maker culture’ within our
school but we have begun and will continue
to provide the best opportunities possible.

Meet the DTiF team: (from left to right): Martin Levins, Beth Claydon, Peter Lelong, Shane Byrne, Deanne Poole, Simon Collier, Steve Grant,
Kim Vernon, Julie King, Pam Furney, Sarah Hobson

Focus on Digital
Technologies North and Far
North
Queensland

connect with partner schools (such as feeder
primary schools) to streamline the transition
from primary to secondary. Curriculum
connections have also been a focus for many
schools, providing authentic and engaging
projects across a range of learning areas. It
has been very exciting to see the progress to
date.

Cook University and the University of
Adelaide have also proven successful, as
schools have benefited from continuity in
curriculum messaging and an abundance of
resources at their disposal.

Project focus clusters are being established so
that like-minded project schools are able to
leverage their efforts and gain support from
others in similar contexts.
Clusters include a focus on
very small schools, Literacy
and Numeracy
connections, ICT Capability,
Beth Claydon, Digital Technologies in Focus
Food and fibre production,
Project, ACARA
and Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander perspectives.
In late October 2018, a
As a part of the Australian Government’s National
Innovation and Science Agenda, the
dedicated section on the
Australian Curriculum
Australian Curriculum, Assessment and
Reporting Authority (ACARA) has been
website will bring together
some of the DTiF resources
funded to support the implementation of the
Australian Curriculum: Digital Technologies in
in one place, including case
studies showing the
some of Australia’s most disadvantaged
schools. The project is known as Digital
journey of some
Technologies in focus (DTiF). One hundred
participating schools, print
and sixty schools with a low Index of
and digital teaching
Community Socio-Educational Advantage
resources and links to
professional learning
(ICSEA) rating have been invited to
The 160 low-ICSEA schools participating in the Digital Technologies in
participate in the project.
modules and workshops
focus project are located in clusters around Australia.
scheduled in each
Eight Digital Technologies specialists (also
With an impact on 2,300 teachers and more
state/territory. These resources will be
known as curriculum officers) support clusters than 30,000 students in 160 schools, DTiF has
available for anyone to access, to facilitate
of schools across the country, providing
supported many professional learning
shared knowledge and collaboration around
expertise to primary and secondary school
digital technologies education in schools.
opportunities for teachers and support staff
teachers. I am responsible for supporting 20
to
upskill,
and
for
others
within
the
profession
schools across northern Queensland – seven
The DTiF project is scheduled to wind up at
to receive support in their internal planning
in the Townsville region, and 13 in Far North
the end of 2020. Measures are underway to
and implementation practices. Throughout
ensure sustainability of processes far beyond
Queensland (including Innisfail, Cairns,
Mossman, Cooktown and Bamaga, and across 2018, curriculum officers have run local, fully- the lifespan of the project.
to Normanton and Doomadgee). Each school customised workshops with teachers and
It is hoped that schools within the project will
school leaders, as well as webinars and online
does an action research project to explore
be equipped to teach, assess and report
how they might implement the Australian
mentoring to complement face-to-face
against all aspects of the Digital Technologies
Curriculum: Digital Technologies. To engage
events. Teachers and school leaders have
curriculum, and that students will be
students, many of the schools have chosen a
taken this year to unpack the curriculum and prepared for future employment and able to
specific focus, such as solar energy, smart
look at ways in which they can contextualise
engage with contemporary technologies –
gardens, scientific inquiry and drone
the learning for their students.
from Queensland, across the nation and onto
technology. Participation in the DTiF project
the global stage.
also attracts some funding that can be used
It has also been wonderful to see the uptake
for teacher release or resources.
of professional learning from schools outside Want to know more?
The northern Queensland clusters include
of the project, highlighting the current level of Contact: Beth Claydon, Curriculum Officer,
staff who are keen to engage with and align
Digital Technologies in focus
interest in understanding the curriculum
their teaching and learning with the Digital
across Queensland. Partnerships with outside beth.claydon@acara.edu.au
entities such as the Australian Computing
Technologies curriculum. Schools have been
Academy, the Digital Technologies Hub, James
keen to engage with industry, and also to
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The Power of
Connection!
Lauren Stanhope, CSER University of Adelaide
Teaching can be a very isolating and lonely
job. It never ceases to amaze me that as
teachers we can be so disconnected. Our
classrooms are vibrant, busy and, at times,
stressful places. We achieve great things and
change the lives of our students. Yet, we are
often left in our own “bubble” to inspire,
create and engage students all on our own.
We are left to feel like we are climbing the
mountain on our own. There are over 100,000
teachers registered in Queensland and there
is a lot to be said for connecting with some of
them.
The most practical things that I have learnt
about teaching have not come from staff
meetings, PD workshops or expensive
conferences (although I have learnt a lot from
each of these as well), they have come via
social media, TeachMeets and visiting other
classrooms. I feel so inspired when I hear
about other teachers’ successes and amazing
ideas.
My fellow teachers, you are creative geniuses
and I would like to thank all those amazing
teachers who have inspired me along the
way! We all have so much to share and the
more we share the better the outcome for all
our students. I encourage all teachers to get
out there and connect with each other and
here are a few practical ways to do it…

Let’s talk social media!
Facebook, twitter, Google+, etc, etc! Take
your pick, or explore them all! I never knew
how much I could learn by scrolling through
my newsfeed for 10 mins in the evening. On a
daily basis my twitter feed is filled with the
most amazing things happening in classrooms
right across the country, and the world. I can
develop previous ideas into more engaging
lessons because of a picture or a video a
fellow teacher has shared. I can come across
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an idea for a whole new unit that will be just
perfect for the cohort of students I am
currently teaching. I can find out when the
next awesome PD will be available via online
or face-to-face. And, I can be a part of great
discussions relating to our profession.
Time for you to join twitter and start being
inspired by your fellow teachers! I also
encourage you to share as well, you are also
doing amazing things and other teachers are
keen to hear about it. As a starting point, here
are some great practicing Queensland
teachers who regularly share their Digital
Technologies and ICT classroom experiences
and ideas on Twitter:
@theworkpad
@jackie_child
@martinezgeek
@qsite
@PaulHamilton8
@pabt65
@QLDtechbrekkies
@art_cathyhunt

If you are particularly looking for inspiration
around the Digital Technologies Curriculum,
checkout the CSER MOOC Google+
Community. This community is directly linked
to the CSER Digital Technologies MOOC
course which is available free and online for
all teachers who are interested in learning
more about the Digital Technologies
Curriculum. Check out the Google+
community where nearly 12,000 teachers are
members, many of them have shared their
ideas and resources, free and available for all
to learn from.

Join a professional association
QSITE has provided me with a community of
like-minded teachers. This is the real benefit
of a professional association. The opportunity
to connect with other teachers and the PD
facilitated by QSITE has been incredibly

valuable to me as a teacher. This means, not
just getting a membership, but being involved
in the association to truly get the benefits
that are available.

The best PD available!
If you are not familiar with a TeachMeet then
you need to start Googling! The basic idea for
a TeachMeet was developed by a group of
teachers in a pub in Scotland (sounds logical
to me!) Ewan McIntosh is credited with
bringing this concept to the world and you
might be interested in looking into the
NoTosh business at another time. The basic
idea is that teachers are given a short amount
of time to share something that they are
doing in their classroom. The structure of a
TeachMeet is reasonably casual and flexible,
and can range from a structured staff meeting
to a casual get together in a pub in Scotland
(or Beenleigh). The theme of a TeachMeet can
be very broad and general to teaching, or it
can focus on a particular topic or subject, for
example, Digital Technologies or ICT’s.
The best part about a TeachMeet is that you
don’t have to listen to someone talk for too
long about something that you are not
interested in, you can take the parts that are
most relevant to you and then explore that
idea further. TeachMeets happen
everywhere, and again, I would encourage
you to use social media to your advantage,
find the local Facebook group and search the
hashtags. Check these out and start following
to find out when the next TeachMeet is on in
your area:
#TMQLD
@teachmeetqld
#teachmeetsunnycoast
#teachmeet
If there isn’t one in your area, why not try and
get one happening? They are easy to organise
and
don’t result in a huge extra workload to
prepare. This format also works well for staff
meetings, it is great to hear about the
awesome ideas that the other teachers in

your school are implementing. I
wholeheartedly believe that the best PD you
can spend your valuable time on is the
humble TeachMeet.

and where they are going. If possible, get into
another school and visit some classrooms
there.

Recently Printed

Take a lunch break!
A lunch break can be incredibly beneficial on a
Visit a classroom!
number of levels. It can help rejuvenate and
Not all classrooms are the same and the more relax, it gives us the opportunity to refuel, but
I visit other classrooms the more I realise how it also gives us the chance to connect with the
diverse and amazing these places of learning
other teachers and staff members in the
can be. I have friends that create the most
school. The nonstop nature of teaching means
unbelievable displays to inspire their
we can be on the go all day and it can be very
students, I have visited classrooms that have
tempting to work through the lunch break to 28 April 2019 Adidas released its Y-3 runner
well thought out and organised structures for catch up on that marking or do the last
with a one-piece, digitally printed midsole.
charging robots, I have been amazed at the
minute photocopying. I recognise that there
behaviour management structures of the
are things which still need to happen at
teacher in the classroom next door, and the
lunchtime, the robotics club is on, you have
list goes on. What I know is, that visiting other playground duty or a meeting to attend,
classrooms can be like a breath of fresh air
however, where possible, find the time to
and a minefield of new ideas and inspiration. visit the staff room. Sit and eat your lunch and
Visiting a classroom during school hours is
talk to the other teachers in your school. This
great, but don’t underestimate what you can connection is a key part of a successful school,
learn by visiting a classroom after the 3
however, the trick is to keep these
o’clock bell rings. 10 mins in a classroom
conversations positive!
might just surprise you. After school
tomorrow, go for a walk out into the school
There is so much to be said for connecting
and visit a classroom you haven’t been to, or with fellow teachers and the benefits more
17 April 2019 Scientists in Tel Aviv University
stop and look at a classroom that you might
than outweigh the small amount of time you
in Israel announced that they had used biopreviously walked into but not spent the time may need to dedicate to the process. Time to
ink derived from fatty tissue which was
considering how that little ecosystem works.
go out and connect via social media,
reprogrammed as stem cells to 3D print a
Visit all year levels, not just the ones that are TeachMeets, classroom visits and the humble
tiny, thumb size heart.
the same as you, it will give you a good feel
staff room. I look forward to seeing you all
about where your students have come from
out there and learning from each other!

The Rise of Python

18 April 2016 The Next Rembrandt was 3D
painted by a computer after it studied many
of the Dutch master’s work after they had
been digitally tagged by mere mortals. The
machine learning algorithms developed a
method for mimicking the artist’s use of
colour, brush strokes and how he would
characteristically portray various elements
such as the eyes. The resulting painting was
built up over thirteen layers of ink to give the
impression of Rembrandt’s technique.

Google Trends
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QSITE Calendar
https://qsite.edu.au/qsite-events/eventscalendar/
Please check the online-event calendar for
contact details, what to bring, if there is a
cost, RSVP dates and more precise venue
information.
Unpacking Digital Technologies for Primary
Teachers
Monday 22nd July @ 3:30pm – 4:30pm
Stanthorpe SHS Library, Stanthorpe, 4380
Session 1: Computers and their bits
Covering topics such as downloading images,
connecting peripherals, and identifying
computer hardware components. Possible
extension into networks and their functions.
Unpacking Digital Solutions
2 August @ 8:45 am - 3 August @ 3:00 pm
Emmaus College, Rockhampton
Covering topics such as unit requirements,
the QCAA portal, developing internal
assessments and networking with other
Unpacking Digital Technologies for Primary
Teachers
Monday 5th August @ 3:30pm – 4:30pm
Stanthorpe SHS Library, Stanthorpe, 4380
Session 2: A bit of a byte into binary
Covering topics such as simple patterns,
organising data, and an introduction to
binary. Possible extension into converting
binary to ASCII.
Unpacking Digital Technologies for Primary
Teachers
Monday 12th August @ 3:30pm – 4:30pm
Stanthorpe SHS Library, Stanthorpe, 4380
Session 3: Excelling in Excel
Covering topics such as introduction to Excel,
organising data in Excel, and Excel graphs and
functions. Possible extension into conditional
formatting.
Transforming learning with Minecraft and
micro:bits
17 August @ 8:30 am - 1:00 pm
Holland Park West
QSITE invites you to attend two workshops
that will help you transform your curriculum
and makerspace with the latest technology.
We will showcase the ways in which we use
the BBC Micro:Bit and Minecraft: Education
Edition in a range of curriculum areas to
engage students in…
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Unpacking Digital Technologies for Primary
Teachers
Monday 19th August@ 3:30pm – 4:30pm
Stanthorpe SHS Library, Stanthorpe, 4380
Session 4: Cutting into the EDGE
Covering topics such as introductory
algorithms, breaking down problems,
documenting the process, user interfaces,
flowcharts and pseudocode.

technologies and methodologies displayed.
Presentations and workshops from local and
national presenters will cover a range of
relevant topics including: Digital Technologies
Curriculum, Robotics, STEM, Coding,
Entrepreneurship, Virtual Reality
July

Unpacking Digital Technologies for Primary
Teachers
Monday 26th August@ 3:30pm – 4:30pm
Stanthorpe SHS Library, Stanthorpe, 4380
Session 5: Who codes the coders?
Covering topics such as introduction to
coding, basic coding constructs, coding
options. Possible extension into simple
JavaScript.

August

Unpacking Digital Technologies for Primary
Teachers
Monday 2nd September@ 3:30pm – 4:30pm
Stanthorpe SHS Library, Stanthorpe, 4380
Session 6: Generally capable
Covering topics such as teaching essential
computer skills, email, Internet searching
skills, navigating a computer. Possibly
extension on prior sessions.
QSITE FNQ Grand Prix Robotics Challenge
14 September @ 8:30 am - 12:30 pm
Bentley Park College
Schools are cordially invited to participate in
the QSITE Grand Prix Robotics Competition
for 2019. Your school can register just one
team or multiple teams of up to 4 students
from Years P to 12 to compete in the Grand
Prix Challenge to be held at Bentley Park
QSITE FNQ Technology in the Tropics
Conference
21 October @ 8:30 am - 3:15 pm
(Pupil Free Day)
Cairns Colonial Club, Cairns
Following a sell-out event last year; the
Technology in the Tropics Conference returns
for 2019! Proudly hosted by the Queensland
Society for Information Technology in
Education—QSITE (Far North Queensland
Chapter), it once again promises to be a not
to be missed professional development
opportunity for FNQ educators. This pupil free
day program will provide vital information on
current Technology usage in schools and
provide stimulating workshops presented by a
talented range of speakers. The new Digital
Syllabus will again be highlighted. New

September

2018 ACCE Award
recipients
Norena Mendiolea

Computational Thinking competition and the
Tech Girls are Superheroes Challenge. Two of
the school’s Tech Girls teams have won
United Nations awards for their apps, one in
2017 and the other just a few weeks ago and
Tracy has now taken on the role of Regional
Ambassador for the Tech Girls movement.
Congratulations from your QSITE colleagues,
Tracy.
The ACCE/ACS Educator of the Year for 2018
is Patricia Lonergan
Patricia is the Technologies Coach and
eLearning Guide at Holy Spirit Catholic School
in Townsville. Patricia was nominated by
QSITE (the Qld Society for Information
Technology in Education).

Tricia is an enthusiastic and respected leader
and innovator in both the use of ICTs to
enhance teaching and learning and in
Patricia Lonergan and Tracey Sleeman
planning and teaching the Digital
Technologies Curriculum. She not only
Tracy Sleeman is the inaugural ACCE/ACS
provides support for teachers in her own
Digital Technologies Teacher of the Year for
school but also for colleagues in schools
2018.
throughout the North Queensland region in
Tracy is the Year 5 and 6 Digital Technologies her role as the QSITE Townsville Chapter
Teacher, Staff Coach for Digital Pedagogy and Chair. She organises professional
development and networking opportunities
Regional Tech Ambassador at Golden Beach
State School. She has also recently taken on a and shares her own work via TeachMeets and
workshops. Tricia has presented at a number
part-time lecturing role in a Digital
of conferences and contributed articles to
Communications subject at the Australian
QSITE’s QUICK Journal. She also shares her
Catholic University. Tracy was nominated for
knowledge and experience with pre-service
this award by QSITE.
teachers through sessional lecturing and
Tracy is a dedicated, innovative and
tutoring at James Cook University. Tricia has
enthusiastic educator who has been
also worked to build links with community
instrumental in planning the implementation groups including the local council and CSIRO
of the Digital Technologies curriculum at her
and is an active member of the Townsville
school. She supports other teachers with their Regional STEM Hub.
planning and co-teaches units at a number of
Tricia has been instrumental in implementing
year levels to help her colleagues build their
a number of programs for students in her
skills. Tracy led the design and resourcing of
the school’s Technology Hub and Makerspace. school including robotics, CodeClub, Young
The activities in these flexible learning spaces ICT Explorers (YICTE), Code Camp, Technology
have a focus on solving problems with various Boot Camps, the BEBRAS Computational
Thinking Challenge and the eSmart
robots including Spheros, BB8s, Ozobots,
Cybersafety program. She is particularly
Osmo coding, Bluebots, Probots and Little
passionate about engaging girls in ICT and has
Bits.
established GIDGITs and “Girls Gettin’ Geeky”
Tracy collaborates with teachers outside her
programs in the school to enhance their
school through networks such as the Regional participation. At a regional level, Tricia is the
Tech Ambassadors and the district Coding and OptiMinds competition organiser and a judge
Innovation Hub established by Mountain
for Young ICT Explorers.
Creek State High School. She participated in
Tricia also works actively with parents,
the ACCE 2014 Study Tour, culminating in
keeping them informed via newsletter
attending and presenting at ISTE 2014 in
communications and by offering information
Atlanta. Tracy also returned to ISTE 2016 in
sessions such as CyberSafety and coding for
Denver, Colorado as a presenter.
them. Tricia is a worthy recipient of the
Tracy has also encouraged student
Educator of the Year award. Congratulations
development and engagement through
from your QSITE colleagues, Tricia.
supporting their participation in programs
such as Genius Hour, CodeClub, the BEBRAS

Multimeters
How to use
If you are going to use electronic components
in the classroom you will want a multimeter
to check components and circuits. Getting a
magnifying class to read and looking up
resistor band colours is a skill that is not
required if you have a multimeter.
Most multimeters will have a black socket
labelled com (common) and two red sockets
one for high current and the other for low
current. In the classroom you are only going
to use the low current so plug the black cable
into the com socket and the red cable into the
low current socket.
The most common task you are likely to want
to do is find the resistance of a component.
This is done by using the power from the
multimeter, so the circuit should have no
power and is often done with the component
on its own.
10.00K

V

~
V

Ω

A

10A MAX VΩmA COM

To measure current requires that the circuit is
broken, and the meter is placed in series
across the break.

19.4mA

V

~
V

Ω

A

10A MAX VΩmA COM

Measuring voltage is done across components
on a live circuit and is an easy way to test if a
battery is flat.

2.07V

V

~
V

Ω

A

10A MAX VΩmA COM
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Walking Supercomputers
Dr Karsten Schulz, Digital Technologies Institute
When we discuss the Australian Curriculum:
Digital Technologies, Digital Solutions, or
other digital tech curricula past and present,
the focus is on making something with digital
tech. Then, there is also the ICT general
capabilities that are mostly about using tech. I
think there is a third way and that is about
appreciating the role of computing inside us. I
am talking about biological computing that is
at work 24h a day inside our cells.
Let's assume you gave one of your skin cells
to a forensic scientists and asked them to
extract and uncoil its DNA. How long would
this string of DNA be? Estimates vary between
2 and 3m. Let's go conservatively with 2m for
what follows:

Most of our body cells contain a full copy of
our DNA. How many cells are in a human
body? Nobody has counted them yet, but
estimates are in the 37 trillion range. That's
37,000 billion cells - a 37 with twelve zeros. In
full: 37,000,000,000,000.
37 trillion cells each having 2m of DNA, that's
37 trillion x 2 metres = 74 trillion metres of
DNA in just one human body.
How much are 74 trillion metres? Divide by
1,000 and we are dealing with a more
comfortable scale of kilometres: 74 billion km.
That's still a lot. Let's put this into perspective.
• From Perth to Brisbane, we travel some
4,000 km.
• Around the globe: 40,000km.
• The distance between the Earth and its
moon is 384,000km.
•
To the sun? 150 million kilometres.
We have to go further to the edge of our solar
system.
The distance between Earth to the dwarf
planet Pluto is 7.5 billion kilometres, a mere
10% of the combined DNA of one human
being. It took NASA's New Horizons
Spacecraft 9 years, 5 months and 25 days to
get there. But we are making progress in
finding a suitable scale to visualise the length
of our DNA chain.
So, the equivalent distance of the length of
DNA of just one person is 5 return trips from
Earth to Pluto.
The Voyager 1 spacecraft, launched in 1977,
is now the furthest space probe from Earth at
a distance of 21 billion km. It has travelled just
over ¼ of the length of our DNA chain. You
can track its progress here at NASA's Jet
Propulsion Laboratory website at Caltech.
What about humankind?
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Well, let's say we have (rounded) eight billion
people on this planet.
We multiply the world's population by the
length of one person's DNA:
8 billion people x 74 billion km = 592 billion
billion km.
How much are 592 billion billion km? We are
now truly entering astronomical scales well
beyond our solar system. Let's express this
distance therefore in light years. One light-

proteins, regulate cellular activities and
communicate with other cells. This makes
each cell a computer with a built-in
sophisticated 3D protein printer (I am
simplifying) that can manipulate matter at the
individual electron and proton level. While we
usually only consider the brain (nerve cells)
when talking about the human-computer
analogon, we forget the underlying
computing tasks carried out by the rest of our

second is the time it takes light to travel
about 300,000km in the vacuum of space.
And because one year is 60 sec x 60 x 24 x 365
= 31,530,000 seconds, therefore 1 light-year is
equivalent to 9,461,800,000,000 km. (9.5
trillion km)
We divide our combined human DNA length
of 592 billion billion km through
9,460,800,000,000 km and the result is
62,573,990 light-years.
Let's round this to 63 million light-years so
that we can work with this number more
easily.
The diameter of our galaxy, the Milky Way, is
100,000 light-years. 63 million light-years of
human DNA divided by 100,000 light years is
630 trips across the Milky Way, or 315 return
trips.
This is only the code that runs in the human
species. We haven't even looked at the DNA
of plant and animal life. We are talking about
several orders of magnitude.
Let's take this to the cosmic extreme: The
diameter of the universe is estimated to be
46.5 billion light-years, which is 740 times the
length of the combined human DNA chain. If
we included the DNA of all plant and animal
life on Earth we should be able to cross the
universe with this DNA chain or at least get
close to crossing it.
Supercomputers
Our cells are processing the information from
their respective DNA molecule on an ongoing
basis in a massively-parallel effort. They make

body cells.
The code inside our cells is also used to build
tiny little machines, called Enzymes. Like this
one <youtube link>, which sits in great
quantities on our mitochondria and produces
the energy currency of our body: ATP. It does
so by actively pushing two molecules together
so that they can form a bond. This machine is
powered by protons. Like a catalyst, they
accelerate reactions. Without machines like it,
the rate of reaction would be too slow and
our bodies could not function.To achieve the
same reaction rate, our bodies would have to
run at much higher temperatures which
would denature our proteins and we’d die.
A computer science view on biology can make
students appreciate that digital tech is not
just about building the next app. It is a
representation of the fundamental role that
information plays in life itself, its dynamic and
variety.
So yes, we are supercomputers.
This article was first published as a blog post
at: https://www.digitaltechnologies.institute/singlepost/2018/06/12/We-are-walkingsupercomputers

STEM – Electronics as the medium
John O’Grady, Bentley Park College
Electronics in the upper primary school and
middle secondary school offers an easy and
very cheap way to cover multiple curriculums
with one theme. The use of online simulators
enables this to be done without risk and
allows students to create experiments rather
than follow a known safe example. So how
can it be done?
Bentley Park College is using the Autodesk
Tinkercad circuit emulator that runs in a
browser. To set this up for students it is
easier to use your schools procedures for
getting parent permissions and then
generating a code that enables you to
authorise that they have the parental
permission, than to have parents respond to
the Autodesk’s parental permission email.
Once logged on the students’ adventure in
learning can begin.
Upper Primary and Lower Secondary
In the grade 6 physical science content
students can develop their science inquiry
skills safely with experiments that enable
them to include as many batteries and
components as they like to explore how
energy can be transferred and transformed.

Questions such as “what caused the pressure
on the electricity to disappear (become 0
volts) over a circuit?” will help them
understand the nature of components and
electricity better.
Once they start to investigate electrical
conductors and insulators there are
opportunities to introduce the mathematics
curriculum.

determine where the power is being
dissipated. For the none electrical engineers
(probably all teachers) a walkthrough will
remove a lot of anxiety.

very easy to create a different set of
calculations for each day. And there is more,
as it is not limited to LEDs but can be used
with other output components.

2V drop
across
LED

The ICT curriculum can also be included as
many of the micro-controller boards (Arduino,
MicroBit) can be programmed using block or
text coding. With the use of breadboards, no
soldering is required so, the little bit of
science and maths can then be incorporated
into animated art projects.

xV
(unknown voltage)
200Ω
resistor

0V
(returning
to ground)

6V
(straight
from batteries)

In the diagram there is 6V from the four 1.5V
batteries in series, this flows through a 200Ω
resistor which will cause a voltage drop that
at the moment is unknown. The electricity
then flows through a LED which will normally
cause a 2V drop for a standard LED and 3.5V
drop for an ultra-bright LED. The
manufacturer of the LED will provide this
information. On the return to the battery the
pressure for the current to flow (voltage) is
reduce to nothing which is known as ground.
To determine the voltage drop across the
resistor only requires subtraction, 6V – xV -2V
= 0V. The voltage drop across the resistor
must be 4V. Notice that we don’t need to use
any knowledge of the resistance of the
resistor. Now that the voltage drop of the
resistor is known the power being dispersed
can be determined in two more steps. The
first step is to use Ohm’s law to determine the
current and the second is to use the power
formula. Ohm’s Law states that V(Voltage) is
equal to I(Current as Amps) multiplied by
R(Resistance in Ohms). So for this circuit:
V
=IR
6V
= I x 200Ω
6V / 200Ω = I
3 / 100 Amps = I
The power formula state that P (Power in
Watts) is equal to V (Voltage in Volts)
multiplied by I(Current in Amps). Hence:

Lower and Middle Secondary
For Bentley Park College this is where
electronics has become very exciting as the
students are building to solve significant
problems. The first class, two years ago in
year eight, designed circuits, programmed
micro-controllers and designed shells for
robots to be used by the lower primary
school. They have moved on to creating
devices that are controlled from and sending
data to their phones, but the connections to
the various syllabuses are the same just a few
more formula, a deeper understanding of
how to analyse a circuit and more
programming and design skills.

P=VI
= 6V x 3/100A
= 18/100W
= 0.18W or 180mW
By providing the structure so that students
Reading and converting units fits well with the are not attempting all steps in one go and
varying the number of batteries, the number
grade 6 strand Number and Algebra and is
of LEDs and the resistance of the resistor it is
important when using the Power Formula to
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